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Neutrino Oscillations v.s. Leptogenesis in SO(10) Models Emmanuel Nezri & Jean Orloff
We study the link between neutrino oscillations and leptogenesis in the minimal framework assuming an
SO(10) see-saw mechanism with 3 families. Dirac neutrino masses being fixed, the solar and atmospheric data
then generically induce a large mass-hierarchy and a small mixing between the lightest right-handed neutri-
nos, which fails to produce sufficient lepton asymmetry by 5 orders of magnitudes at least. This failure can be
attenuated for a very specific value of the mixing sin2 2θe3 = 0.1, whichinterestinglyliesattheboundaryoftheCHOOZexclusio
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Introduction
The evidence for a total asymmetry between baryon and anti-baryon densities in our surroundings is an
indisputable fact of life. This could easily be accounted for by assuming that the initial conditions for our
universe are such that this asymmetry is of order one. However, there is every reason to believe that the
thermal history of the universe can be traced back in time using known particle physics up to temperatures of
maybe 100 GeV, certainly high enough to massively produce quark-antiquark pairs. At these temperatures,
big-bang nucleosynthesis requiresSteigman:2002qv that the adiabatic invariant ratio YB
.= nB − nB¯s =
0.7 10−10meaningthattherebeaboutoneextraquarkfor1010quark−antiquarkpairs.Avoidingsuchextremefine−
tuningbyadynamicalmechanismabletoproducethisnumberoutofaninitiallysymmetricconfigurationisthepurposeofbaryoge
Many mechanisms of baryogenesis have been proposed in the past 30 years (see e.g. Dolgov:1992fr for
a review including the most ingenious and exotic ones), but most rely on ad-hoc new physics. We certainly
would prefer to explain the baryon asymmetry from solid, experimentally tested physics. The standard
model of particle physics satisfy this criterion at a desperately high level of precision, and it was shown Sha-
poshnikov:1987tw (see Rubakov:1996vz for a review) to satisfy in principle all the SakharovSakharov:1967dj
conditions required to produce a baryon asymmetry. However, what looked like a very small number for
initial conditions, now appears too large for the pure standard model to achieve. At least, CP violation
beyond the known CKM phase must be added to resist the strong GIM cancellations in the hot plasma
Gavela:1994ts,Gavela:1994dt.
Furthermore, the only possibility to change baryon number in the standard model is via sphaleron
processes which should freeze abruptly below the electroweak phase transition to leave a net asymmetry-
Bochkarev:1990fx. Since the transition gets weaker when rising the mass of a single scalar doublet, extra non-
standard scalars are invoked to counter the rising of the experimental lower bound on the lightest scalar. Su-
persymmetry naturally provides a lot of well-motivated extra scalars, but getting a strong enough transition
with mH  100GeV requiresahugegapbetweentheright−handedstopandallothersfermions, whichmayseemcontrived, andev
Wbaryogenesisagainsta  110GeV HiggsboundCarena : 1997ki.Unlessascalarissoondiscovered, wethusseemtobeleadbackin
Kuzmin : 1985mmsituation, wherebaryogenesiswasafootprintfromextremehigh−energyphysics, withlittlechanceofanexp
check.
However, another experimental signal for non-standard physics has since then developed into a quanti-
tative and solid field, namely the evidence for neutrino oscillations which strongly points toward small but
non-zero neutrino massesPetcov:1999ts. If these masses are of the Dirac type, right-handed neutrinos must be
added, but we are left with the puzzle: why are neutrinos 1010timeslighterthanchargedleptons?Inourmind, thesmallesttheor
handedneutrinos, butgivethemlargeMajoranamasses 1010−16GeV : thisisthecelebratedsee−sawmechanismYanagida : 1
With this theoretical prejudice, we are thus lead to take the existence of heavy right-handed neutrinos
for granted. This makes leptogenesis Fukugita:1986hr an extremely natural mechanism to consider for
producing the baryon asymmetry. Indeed, the decay of right-handed neutrinos can easily leave a CP-odd
lepton asymmetry, which standard sphaleron processes can convert into a baryon asymmetry. It is then
most interesting to see how closely can this asymmetry be related to tested or testable neutrino oscillation
physics, and how much asymmetry can be produced.
To study these questions, we first review in section sec:leptogen the generic leptogenesis mechanism,
to fix notations and give the formula for the asymmetry in terms of neutrino masses. Then we focus in
section sec:so10 on a generic class of 3 families SO(10) models offering a computable connection between
leptogenesis and neutrino oscillations. In section sec:ss2d, we analytically work out this connection in a toy
see-saw model with only 2 families, to help and understand the results presented in section sec:results.
Leptogenesissec:leptogen
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One of the most attractive scenario to explain the baryon asymmetry of the universe is leptogenesis.
In such a scenario, a primordial lepton asymmetry is generated by the out-of-equilibrium decay of heavy right-
handed Majorana neutrinos Ni.ThepossibleexcessinleptonnumberLisconvertedintoabaryonasymmetryBbythesphaleronpro
equationBchempotB = 8NF + 4NH22NF + 13NH(B − L)
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